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THE NIMBUS ENERGY BALANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAM
ABSTRACT
The lengthy and laborious hand calculations now associated with the
design and analysis of satellite power systems can be greatly reduced
through the use of the Nimbus Energy Balance Computer Program. By
combining the known electrical characteristics of the power supply com-
ponents, this program will simulate the operation of three general types
of power systems — Nimbus, Series Maximum Power Point Tracker and
Parallel Maximum Power Point Tracker — as the spacecraft passes
through a complete orbital cycle. The effect of load changes, battery
failure or changes in operating characteristics, solar array degradation
or partial failure, and changes in electrical component characteristics on
power system energy balance can be easily obtained; energy balance is
defined as the condition where sufficient power exists to supply the
spacecraft loads and completely recharge the batteries during a given
orbit.
The output of the program is a summary of the operating condition
of the various system components at user-specified time increments dur-
ing an orbit: solar array maximum available power, actual array power
vii
supplied, solar array current, battery current and voltage, the relative
battery state-of-charge and number of ampere-minutes A capacity re-
maining in battery, total regulated bus current, peak load current and
shunt dissipator current. The average power dissipation in the batteries,
the battery ampere-minute charge-to-discharge ratio achieved during the




THE NIMBUS ENERGY BALANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAM
I. Introduction
The design and analysis of satellite power systems is greatly enhanced by
I	 the capability to simulate the power system's orbital performance. The laborious
hand calculations usually associated with this simulation can be significantly
reduced through the use of the Nimbus Energy Balance Computer Program. The
determination of the various system component operating parameters is ac-
complished by combining the known electrical characteristics of the solar
array, battery, source control devices, load power conditioning devices, charge
controller, system power losses and spacecraft load profiles. A running tally
of the various power system operating parameters is provided throughout the
simulated orbit; these parameters are printed out at equal user-specified time
increments during the orbit.
This program accommodates an energy balance analysis of three general
types of power systems:
1. The Nimbus B series regulator type system (NB),
2. A parallel maximum power tracker system (PMPT), and
3. A series maximum power tracker system (SlIPT).
Figure 1 presents a block diagram of the computer model of the three power
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the program user specifies which system configuration he wishes to simulate,
and the computer "switches" shown in Figure 1 are positioned appropriately.
All input data and computer instructions are supplied by the program user in a
"data deck" consisting of 50 NCODE cards defining various power system
parameters, 30 STINT tables containing solar cell, battery, temperature and
load profile information, and up to 25 Panel Description Cards defining the
solar array configuration to be simulated.
Because of the numerous power system components and functions that must
be considered when simulating orbital performance, the energy balance program
is divided into a main routine, called MAIN, and the following subroutines:
STASH, STINT, DRAIN, AMPS and PRINT. All five subroutines are used when
simulating either the NB, PMPT or SMPT system configurations and perform
identical functions for all systems. Briefly, the functions of the subroutines
are:
MAIN - Perform energy balance iterations
STASH - Supply solar cell information
STINT - Store input data tables
DRAIN - Determine value of load current
AMPS - Determine available solar array current
PRINT - Present output data in proper formats
A more complete description of each subroutine is contained in Section III.
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II. Power System Components
The following paragraphs describe the characteristics of each of the com-
ponents comprising the computer model of the three types of power systems
shown in Figure 1.
1. Solar Array and Isolation Diode
r
The solar array may contain fron one to twenty-five solar cell panels con-
nected electrically in parallel. Each panel may have its own number of series
and parallel cells, its own solar incidence angle (which must remain constant
throughout an orbit) and its own temperature-vs -time profile. All panels use
the same solar cell as the basic building block, and pass current through the
isolation diode ADIODE. The value of ADIODE (if applicable) includes the diode
and slipring voltage drop. Total solar array output current, IA, is the sum of
the individual panel currents at the solar array operating voltage VA.
The array current-voltage (I-V) curve values are determined by the com-
puter multiplying the solar cell I-V points by the number of series cells for
voltage, and by the number of parallel cells for current on each panel. The
charged-particle-degraded solar cell I-V curve is supplied by the user as an
input table of I-V pairs along the curve. Temperature coefficients and voltage
and current degradation factors are also supplied as an input by the user; sub-
routine STASH manipulates the tabulated cell I-V curve to account for the vari-
ous design factors and temperature effects.
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2. Series MPT Unit and Solar Array Bus
If the program user has elected to simulate the SMPT system, the switches
in Figure 1 are placed in the SMPT position by the computer and the Series MPT
Unit is connected in series with the output of the solar array. The component
transfers solar array power (VA-ADIODE) x IA to the series tracker unit out-
put with an efficiency, PTEFF, specified by the user. The power tracker output,
PTO, is then defined by the relationship PTO = (VA-ADIODE) x IA x PTEFF, in
wa,,s. PTEFF retains a constant value during an orbit, and a minimum drop of
1.0 volt is maintained across the series tracker unit at all times. The series
tracker unit output voltage is designated VTO.
When either a NB or PMPT system is to be simulated, the switches in
Figure 1 are automatically positioned accordingly; the series tracker unit is
3	 shorted out, and the voltage on the solar array bus (VAB) is defined as VAB =
VA - ADIODE.
3. Shunt Dissipator
The shunt dissipator is employed in the NB system only, and is represented
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Whenever the solar array bus voltage (VAB) exceeds the shunt dissipator thresh-
old voltage (TVSR), shunt dissipator current (ISD) will exist, as determined by
the effective shunt dissipator resistance (ERSR). The values of TVSR and ERSR
are specified by the user on input NCODE cards.
4. Charge Controller
The NB and SMPT systems use the same charge controller model, shown in
the figure below.
IB (AMPS)
When the voltage drop across the charge controller (VCRR) exceeds the
dead zone voltage (DZCRR), battery charge current (IB) will increase linearly
to the point where the maximum permissible charge current (IBMAX) occurs at
the charge controller knee voltage (VKCRR); further increases in VCRR will
maintain a constant IB value. If the value of battery charge voltage reaches the
maximum permissible value (VBMAX), the computer will reduce the charge
current to a value such that VBMAX is not exceeded, just as in actual voltage
limiting circuit operation (tapered charge operation).
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Values of DZCRR, VKCRR, IBMAX and VBMAX are specified by the user
on input NCOPE cards.
When a PMPT system is being simulated, the series dissipative charge
controller previously described is disconnected and replaced by the parallel
maximum power tracker unit, which transfers power from the solar array bus
to the tracker output with a user-specified efficiency PTEFF. The tracker out-
put power, PTO, is normally used to charge the battery, but can also deliver
power to the peak load and/or the main load regulator if necessary.
The parallel tracker unit also contains the current-limiting (IBMAX) and
voltage-limiting (VBMAX) circuits which control battery charge current just as
in the other two system configurations. In addition, the parallel tracker unit
continuously compares the total amp-minutes into the battery with the total
amp-minutes taken out of the battery during the orbit being simulated. When
the ratio of these parameters reaches the value specified by the program user
as the C/D ratio (CTOD), battery charge current is automatically reduced to a
nominally low (0.6A) value. This simulates the actual operation of an ampere-
hour counter charge control method. If the program user does not wish to take
advantage of this ampere-hour charge control program feature, a high value for
CTOD (e.g. 100.0) should be specified in the NCODES.
5. Battery
The computer model assumes that all batteries connected in parallel in
the power system have the same electrical characteristics and can therefore
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be lumped together into one equivalent battery having the combined capacities,
the sum of the maximum charge currents and the same voltage as the individual
batteries.
The voltage of the computer model of the battery depends upon its state of
charge (SOC) and the value of current (IB) going into or out of the battery. The
full capacity of the battery BAMMAX (Battery Amp-Minutes M.AXimum) is de- 	 P
fined by the user as an inplrt and the state of charge (SOC) is calculated by the
computer to be the amp-mimites in the battery at any given time (ACCUM), di-
vided by BAMMAX. Storage cell data is read into the computer from an input
data table which tabulates cell voltages as a function of SOC and charge or dis-
charge current, IB. The computer multiplies the cell voltage by the number of
series-connected cells in the battery (FUDGE) to obtain the battery voltage VB
at a given SOC and a given value of IB. One battery is assumed in the computer
system, having the combined capacity of all the storage modules, and charging 	 =
or discharging at the total value of current. An example of how storage cell data
is tabulated for computer input is presented later in the report.
Values of BAMMAX and FUDGE are specified by the user as an input to de-
fine the fully-charged system storage capacity in ampere minutes and the num-
ber of series connected cells in the battery. (NOTE: the variable NBAT is also
used in the program to signify the number of series-connected cells in the
battery).
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6. Discharge Diode, Unregulated Bus and Peak Load
In all three system configurations, the battery discharges through an isola-
tion diode in the battery discharge path between the battery and the unregulated
bus. The voltage drop across this diode is called VDIODE, and is user-specified.
Current exists through this diode only during battery discharge, providing a
definition for unregulated bus voltage, VU, during satellite nighttime: VU = VB -
VDIODE.
Note that VU can be much greater than VB during solar array illumination,
since the battery discharge diode is then normally reverse-biased. During
satellite night, the spacecraft load demand (except for peak load) is determined
by the computer in subroutine drain to be ILT amperes demand at the unregu-
lated bus voltage (VU), while ILT is defined at the array bus voltage (VAB) dur-
ing satellite day.
The peak load is a user-supplied input data table which defines peak load
power in watts as a function of time in minutes during an orbit. The table is
prepared in the same format for all three systems, and in fact can define any
type of unregulated bus power profile from a minimum duration of one minute
up to an entire orbit duration load. As seen in Figure 1, the peak load in the
NB and SMPT systems is supplied from the unregulated bus. The battery will
discharge if the solar array bus cannot supply enough power at VU to satisfy
ILT and the peak load current (IPKLD).
When the PMPT system is selected, the peak load is supplied from a peak
load bus which is isolated from the unregulated bus by the battery discharge
9
diode VDIODE. This permits the solar array to operate at its maximum-power
voltage at all times with the PMPT system; the peak load current is supplied by
the parallel tracker unit up to the limit of IBMAX - any additional current re-
quirement is supplied by battery discharge to the peak load bus. The value
VDIODE is applied to the voltage drop across the diode between the battery and
peak load bus in the PMPT system. 	 e
7. Load Power Conditioning Devices
Figure 1 shows four types of power conditioning devices which derive un-
regulated DC power from the unregulated bus and supply the spacecraft loads
with the desired type of voltage. Any or all of the four devices may be used with
any of the three systems - the user defines which STINT table location (explained
in Section IV of this report) contains the load vs time profile of a device which is
to be employed in the system. The characteristics of each load power condition-
ing device are described below.
(a) PWM Voltage Regulator. - This device is a down-converting, switching
regulator that basically transfers power at a relatively constant per-
tentage efficiency. The Liput current can be less than the output cur-
rent in this relatively efficient device. PWM regulator losses (transfer
efficiency losses) are included along with other system losses in a sepa-
rate stored table, as a function of regulated load power. The load
profile for this device is tabulated as spacecraft load watts, at the
regulated output voltage, versus time; calculation of losses is auto-
matically made.
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(b) DC-DC Converter. - This device supplies regulated DC power at an
output voltage which can be higher than the input (unregulated) voltage.
The load profile is prepared as regulated output power versus time;
losses are calculated as a power transfer inefficiency with a user-
supplied value of converter efficiency EFFCNV. The computer does
not need the value of output voltage for its calculations; the user must
define the appropriate constant value of EFFCNV, in percent, for the
particular device he is simulating.
(c) Inverter. - This device supplies an A-C output voltage to the load pro-
file which is tabulated as required watts versus time. A constant per-
centage power transfer efficiency EFFINV is supplied by the user as
an input. Values of output voltage, frequency or power factor are not
required by the computer; the user must supply an appropriate power
transfer efficiency EFFINV, in percent, for the particular inverter he
is simulating.
(d) Series Dissipative Voltage Regulator. - This device supplies current
to the spacecraft load at a constant regulated DC output voltage which
is less than the input voltage, similar to the PWM regulator. However,
in the dissipative device, the input current is assumed to be equal to the
output current. The product of this current times the voltage drop
across the regulator is the power lost in supplying the loads with this
device. The load profile for the series dissipative regulator is
11
tabulated as amperes demand (at regulated voltage) versus time. Values
of shunt power loss in the series dissipative regulator can be accounted
for in the system power loss table, explained 'below.
8. System Power Losses and Fixed Losses
The syste", logs watts (SL) shown in the block diagram of Figure 1 are
values of watts, stored in a table in the computer, that represent the measured 	 t
PWM voltage regulator losses, telemetry and standby circuitry losses, solar
array bus-to-unregulated bus diode losses and regulated power required by the
eight charge controllers in the Nimbus B flight power subsystem. These are
enilectively called system power losses and are strongly dependent on both the
unregulated bus voltage and the total spacecraft load demand on the power sub-
system. Figure 2 presents the measured system power losses as a function of
regulated bus output power for conditions of satellite nighttime (battery dis-
charge, low unregulated voltage), solar array illumination (middle-range unregu-
lated voltage) and shunt dissipator ON (highest unregulated voltage) for a typical
Nimbus power subsystem.
When a PWM regulator is specified, the total value of system loss is ob-
tained from the table which contains the Figure 2 data. If a PWM regulator is
not used in a system, the losses are calculated as descr)bed in 7b, c, and d, and
in addition the system loss (watts) at 0 watts PWM load is obtained to account
for such losses as are caused by telemetry, standby circuitry and other power
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REGULATED BUS LOAD POWER (WATTS)
Figure 2. Typical Nimbus System Power Loss
Versus Regulated Bus Load Power
Figure 1 also shows a computer "switch" which can be positioned to place
a "power loss, night" (PLK), or "power loss, day" (PLD) load on the unregulated
bus. The user can specify this constant value of power loss in addition to all
other loads and losses by supplying the value of watts for daytime and/or night-




15-watt fixed loss in the series tracker unit of the SM PT system. This fixed
loss is in addition to the loss caused by the power transfer efficiency of the
series tracker unit, PTEFF.
III. Program Description
This section prosen.ts a functional description of the subroutines in the
energy balance program (MAIN, STASH, STINT, DRAIN, AMPS and PRINT). A s
basic functional block diagram of the computer program is shown in Figure 3,
which summarizes the important features of each subroutine.
A. MAIN - Computer Program Control
The purpose of MAIN is to load input data, initialize power system param-
eters, select the proper set of energy balance calculations for a part i cular sys-
tem, perform a clock function during the orbit, call on the five subroutines for
data as required and maintain and update values of the system parameters
throughout the orbit. MAIN employs iterative processes to determine the var±
ous system voltages and solve for the various branch currents in the power
system such that the Ohm and Kirchoff criteria are satisfied to within an arbi-
trarily small error. In addition to the various system voltages and currents,
MAIN keeps track of battery relative state of charge (SOC), depth of discharge
(DOD), accumulated ampere-minutes (ACC UM), net power dissipation in the
battery on an orbit-average basis, ampere-minute C/D ratio achieved during
the orbit, solar array maximum power and power at the actual operating point,
and solar array temperature. MAIN also ensures that the maximum values of













DEGRADE SOLAR CELL I-V CURVE FOR
CURRENT, VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE
EFFORT
STORE CELL I-V CURVES OVER
TEMPERATURE RANGE
PROVIDE CELL I OR V FOR A GIVEN V
OR 1 AND A TEMPERATURE
STINT
STORE ALL INPUT DATA TABLES
INTERPOLATE IN TABLES AND
PROVIDE DATA AS REQUESTED
DRAIN
DETERMINE LOAD AND SHUNT DISS.
CURRENTS AND SYSTEM LOSSES
AMPS
DETERMINE TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY
CURRENT FROM CELL, PANEL,
SUN ANGLE, VOLTAGE AND
TEMPERATURE DATA
PRINT
PRINT REQUIRED INPUT DATA AND
CALCULATED SYSTEM DATA IN
PROPER OUTPUT FORMATS
Figure 3. Subroutine Functions in Energy Balance Program
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B. Subroutine STASH - Solar cell degradation and temperature effects
The purpose of subroutine STASH is to account for all factors, with the
exception of charged particle irradiation degradation, which effect an individual
solar cell's I-V curve. Illumination intensity change, coverglass transmission
loss, current and voltage measurement uncertainty, ultraviolet effects on cover-
glass adhesive transmission and standard solar cell accuracy uncertainty are
examples of factors which are accommodated by translating the solar cell I-V
characteristic parallel to its voltage and current axes. STASH changes the
cell I-V curve shape to account for external series resistance and operating
temperature effects.
The input to this subroutine is an irradiation-degraded I-V curve*, specifi-
cation of percentage degradation factors, and the solar cell temperature co-
efficients.
After applying the degradation hectors to the input solar cell I-V curve,
subroutine stash expands the degraded cell curve into a family of 15 I-V curves
spanning the user-specified temperature range of interest for the ensuing
energy-balance analysis. The 15 I-V curves are held in memory, supplying
current or voltage data when interrogated during program execution.
A detailed technica., discussion of the techniques employed in the solar
cell I-V curve manipulation by subroutine STASH is contained in Reference Z.
*A solar cell IN curve, accounting for charged particle irradiation effects, can be obtained by
employing techniques described in Reference 1.
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C. Subroutine STINT - Data Storage and Retrival
Subroutine STINT stores in tables, and then supplies on demand, the values
of variables which arf. functions of one, two or three arguments. The first use
of STINT loads the tabular data into the computer. Subsequent STINT calls
will ask for a linear interpolation to be performed which corresponds to the
supplied argument values.
One and two argument functions may be stored in single tables - Tables 1
and 6 are examples of one and two argument functions, respectively. Three
argument functions must be stored in consecutive two argument tables; the
number of two argument tables must be equal to the number of argument 3 values.
Subroutine STINT is called by means of a statement with the following
format:
CALL STINT (ARG 1, ARG 2, ARG 3, FCT, KEY, NGRIPE, MINTBL,
MAXTBL)
The first three dummy variables are the three arguments; zeroes must be
substituted for unused arguments. FCT is the variable value to be calculated,
and KEY tells the computer what kind of operation is to be performed (data loading
or data interpolation). A value of -1 indicates the table loading mode, while
a + 1 calls for a linear interpolation to be performed. NGRIPE is an errca flag,
advising the user of improperly prepared input data, MINTBL and MAXTBL are
the number of the STINT tables used; both tables are the same if the variable
is a function of one or two arguments. MINTBL is set equal to the table number
17
which contains the lowest value of argument  values and MAXTBL is set to the
table which contains the highest argument  values if the variable is a function
of three arguments.
D. Subroutine DRAIN - Total Load Current Calculation
Subroutine DRAIN determines the total load current demand at the system
operating voltage for each time increment during the orbital cycle. The sub-
routine obtains the value of load power (or current in the case of a series dis-
sipative regulator load) from the profile table for each of the power condition-
ing devices specified by the user. By adding the system losses and resulting
inefficiencies to either PLN or PLD, the subroutine computes the total load
current. For example, during satellite night:
PCONV	 PINV
PWM + SL EFFCONV EFFINV PLNILT =
	 VU +	 VU	 + VU + VU + ISER
where
ILT	 = total load current demand @ VU
VU
	 = system unregulated bus voltage
PWM	 = PWM regulator load demand, watts
SL	 = system losses, watts
PCONV = converter load power, watts
PINY = inverter load power, watts
PLN = fixed nighttime power loss
ISER = series dissipative regulator current demand
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EFFINV = power transfer efficiency of inverter
EFFCONV= power transfer efficiency of converter
In addition, DRAIN compares the operating voltage with the shunt dissipator
threshold voltage (TVSR) and calculates the shunt dissipator current (ISD) if
TVSR has been exceeded.
E. Subroutine AMPS - Solar Array Current Determination
Subroutine AMPS determines the total solar array current available at the
solar array output voltage (VA), accounting for the series-parallel arrange-
ments, sun angles, panel temperatures and blocking diodes associated with up
to 25 solar-cell panels.
F. Subroutine PRINl - Output Data Presentation
Subroutine PRINT receives the user-specified input data and various calcu-
lated system parameters from MAIN and writes the output tape, preparing the
data in the proper formats and column headings.
IV. Program Usage
The following describes the mechanics of using the program in "non-
programmer" language. A complete Fortran IV program listing including the
MAIN routine and subroutines can be found in the Appendix A; Appendix B illus-
trates a typical data deck set-up.
The assembly of the complete program as it is submitted to the computer is
shown in Figure 4. This assembly basically consists of two parts - a program
deck and a data deck. The program deck, which can be used in either Fortran
19
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LABEL CARD	 (FOR MORE
FOR LAST RUN	 THAN ONE
IN CHAIN	 RUN ONLY)
Figure 4. Assembly of Complete Energy Balance Program and Input Data
IV or binary form, is always used and is placed first in the assembly. It con-
tains the MAIN routine and the five subroutines used in the program (DRAIN,
PRINT, STASH, STINT, AMPS) and does not require any card change from run
to run to perform its function.
The data deck contains all the numerical information the program requires
for computation and defines the user-selected options for each run. Consequently,
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the data deck must be prepared specifically for each run, or series of chained
runs, to be made. Cards and tables in the data deck must be positioned in the
order shown in the program assembly in Figure 4. The input data deck descrip-
tion and format are presented below in the proper assembly sequence.
Date Card
Col. 1 - 2 Number of month
Col. 3 - 4 Number of day
Col. 5 - 6 Number of year
STINT Table Title Card
Col.1	 Blank
Col. 2-72 Any alpha-numeric information, such as "DATA TABLES
FOR NIMBUS D POWER SYSTEM ENERGY BALANCE"
STINT Tables
The STINT tables are stacked one behind the other in the data deck in as-
cending numerical order. The tables listed below are present in the data deck
in the order shown, for a typical NIMBUS energy balance analysis.
Table No.	 Contents
1	 2.0 amp series regulator load
2	 System power loss data
3	 ETA vs. Bat. Temp. Nimbus-B
4	 Relative solar cell current vs. incidence angle
5	 11.4 CRL I-V Curve Unglassed 28 Dec. C AMO
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Table No. Contents
6 3 Mos I-V Curve, Flux is 7.9 E xp 13
7 6 Mos I-V Curs ►e, Flux is 1.58 F.xp 14
8 1 Yr I-V Curve, PHI = 3.16 E xp 14, T = 28 Deg.
9 2 Yr I-V Curve, PHI = 6.32 E xp 14, T = 28 Deg.
10 400 Watt PKLD Table
11 NB SA Temp vs. Time Profile, 612 NM
12 25 Dec. C, BOL
13 25 Dec. C, 1 Yr. Life
14 25 Dec. C, 2 Yr. Life
	
Storage Cell Data
15 35 Deg. C, BOL
16 35 Deg. C, 1 Yr. Life
17 35 Deg. C., 2 Yr. Life
r
Table No. Contents
18 PWM Reg Load 150W No XMTR
19 PWM Reg Load 160W No XMTR
20 PWM Reg Load 170W No XMTR
21 PWM Reg Load 180W No XMTR
22 PWM Reg Load 190W No XMTR
23 PWM Reg Load 200W No XMTR
24 PWM Reg Load 210W No XMTR
25 PWM Reg Load 220W No XMTR
22
Table No.	 Contents
26	 PWM Reg Load 230W No XMTR
27	 PWM Reg Load 240W No XMTR
28	 PWM Reg Load 25OW No XMTR
29	 PWM Reg Load 260W No XMTR
'	 30	 PWM Reg Load 270W No XMTR
The maximum number of STINT tables that the program can presently ac-
commodate is thirty. It is not necessary to fill all 30 table locations in STINT
if the data is not needed.
The first card of each STINT table is a header card, which must be pre-
pared in the following format:
Cols. 1-8: Any alpha-numeric characters can be used for a date.
Cols. 9-12: Table number. Cannot be zero. Fixed point and right-justified.
Cols. 13-14: Number of argument  values. Cannot be zero. Fixed point
and right-justified.
Cols. 15-16: Number of argument  values. Cannot be zero, is 1 for a
function of one argument. Fixed point and right-justified.
Cols. 17-19: Not used.
Cols. 10-70: Any alpha-numeric characters desired. Usually used for table title.
Cols. 71-72: 00
After the header card, each card in the table uses 10 fields of 7 columns
each for the argument values and the function values. The first card contains
23
the first nine ar&nunent 1
 values in fields 2 through 10. In the following cards,
field 1 contains an argument  value, and fields 2 through 10 contain correspond-
ing function values. After all the argument  values have been spanned, the whole
series of argument  cards followed by argument  cards can repeat until all the
function values are used. If there is an argument  value for the table, it goes
into field 1 of the argument  card. Columns 71 and 72 on each card must contain
a sequence number, starting with 01 for the first card. Figure 5 shows a typical
STINT table coding sheet for a single argument (solar cell current as a function
of voltage) STINT table. Figure 6 shows a typical two-argument STINT table
format.
After the last STINT table in the data deck, there is a card labled END OF
STINT TABLES, starting in Col. 21. Cols 9-12 and 71-72 must be left blank on
this card.
Run Label Card
Following the END OF STINT TABLES c;­d is a card containing any desired
alpha-numeric information in Cols. 2-72, which usually describes the first run
to be made, such as: RUN NO. 1, NIMBUS D, 1 YR IN ORBIT, 25 DEG C BAT-
TERM, CONS'T'ANT 150W REG BUS LOAD.
NCODE
Folluwung the Run Label Card are the 50 NCODE cards. The card number,
or NCODE, is right justified against Col. 3. The numerical value of the NCODE
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shows the MODE names, the MODE numbers, the NCODE values and a brief
description of each MODE for a sample computer run. Only the NCODE num-
ber and its numerical value are punched on the NCODE cards; the other data in
Table I is for information only. All 50 of the MODES are initially loaded into
memory, thus a single run or the first of a series of chained runs must contain
all the MODES in the data deck. The 50 MODE cards used in the data deck are
described below:
1. TN is the total orbit nighttime in minutes.
2. TO is the total orbit period in minutes.
3. AT is the time increment between energy balance calculations in minutes.
4. VBMAX is the maximum battery voltage permitted during power system
operation.
5. IBMAX is the maximum allowable battery charge current.
6. DZCRR is the dead zone voltage of the battery charge controller. No
battery charge current will flow unless the voltage across the charge
controller exceeds this value.
7. VKCRR is the battery charger controller knee voltage. The maximum
allowable charge current will flow into the battery when the voltage
across the charge controller meets or exceeds this value.
8. CTOD is the battery ampere-minute charge-to-discharge ratio (C/D).
The MODE is needed only when simulating operation of an ampere-
hour controlled PMPT System, and reduces the battery charge current
to 0.6 amperes when the prescribed C/D ratio has been achieved.
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9. TVSR is the shunt dissipator turn-on voltage (volts).
10. ERSR is the equivalent resistance of the shunt dissipator (ohms).
11. PLN is a constant nighttime loss, watts.
12. PLD is a constant daytime loss, watts.
13. VDIODE is the battery discharge diode voltage drop (volts).
14. BAMMAX is the ampere-minute capacity of the fully charged battery.
15. ETA is the panel normal to sun vector angle. A value of 0.0 must al-
ways be inputed for this NCODE (accounting for panel angle is ex-
plained later).
16. NSLT is the number of the STINT table which includes the power system
losses.
17. NBMINT is the STINT table number with the minimum battery temper-
ature information.
18. NBMAXT is the STINT table number with the maximum batter y tem-
perature information.
19. NCELLT is the number of the STINT table which contains the input
solar cell I-V curve.
20. NPKLD is the number cif the STINT table with the peak load power profile.
21. NPWM is the number of the STINT table with the PWM regulator load
power profile.
22. NINV is the number of the STINT table with the inverter load power
profile.
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23. NCNV is the number of the STINT table with the converter load power
profile.
24. NSER is the number of the STINT table with the series dissipative
regulator load current profile.
25. SYSTEM KEY tells the computer to simulate a series maximum power
tracker (-1.0), a Nimbus B system (0.0), or a parallel maximum power
tracker (1.0). If this card is omitted from the data deck, the Nimbus B
system will be simulated. The NCODE is called PMPT in the MAIN
program listing.
26. NPRINT is the time increment in minutes between calculations at which
output is printed.
27. NEND is an "end of runs" key. A value of 0.0 implies that additional
computer runs are to follow, while a 1.0 signifies that this is the last
run to be made.
28. EFFINV is the power transfer efficiency of the inverter, in percent.
29. EFFCNV is the power transfer efficiency of the co,.. --rter, in percent.
30. NBTEMP gives the number of the STINT table with the battery tem-
perature. A value of 3.0 must be inputed for this NCODE.
31. NDGRAD must be set to 1.0 in the first run. This causes the machine
to automatically degrade the solar cell and expand it for temperature
in Subroutine STASH as specified by the degradation and temperature
parameters in the NCODES. When chaining additional runs, if the solar
31
cell degradations are not changed, NDGRAD should be set to 0.0 in the
second run. By setting NDGRAD to 0.0, needless repetitive computa-
tions in the solar cell subroutine are eliminated.
32. SIGISC is the solar cell short circuit current temperature coefficient,
(AMPS/°C).
33. SIGVOC is the solar cell open-circuit voltage temperature coefficient
and is punched on the card as a positive number; the program later
gives it the proper negative sign (volts/°C).
34. DIl is the first short circuit current degradation factor; it usually refers
to a standard cell error. (This parameter is given as a percentage of
remaining current after correction is made).
35. DI2 is the second short circuit current degradation factor; it usually
refers to a solar illumination intensity variation,
36. DI3 is the third short circuit current degradation factor; it usually re-
fers to an ultraviolet degradation (%).
37. DI4 is the fourth short circuit current degradation factor; it usually
refers to a current measurement error (%).
38. DVl is the first maximum power point voltage degradation factor; it
usually refers to an external series wiring loss and is specified as a
percentage of voltage remaining after corrtc&,ion is made.
39. DV2 is the second maximur) power point voltage degradation factor;
it usually refers to a thormal ^ycling degradation loss (%).
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40. AV PMO is the maximum power point voltage of the undegraded solar
cell in volts.
41. AIPMO is the maximum power point current of the undegraded solar
cell in amperes.
42. AVOCO is the open circuit voltage of the undegraded solar cell in volts.
43. THETA is the open circuit voltage degradation factor, it usually refers
to a voltage measurement error. This parameter is specified as a
percentage of voltage remaining after correction is made.
44. TNOT is the input solar cell reference temperature in degrees centigrade.
45. NBAT is the number of series storage cells in the battery.
46. ADIODE is the array blocking diode voltagt drop, specified by the
user. A value of 0.0 is punched if no diode drop is desired.
47. PTEFF is the power transfer efficiency of the maximum power track-
ing unit, either series or parallel. This parameter is defined as a
percentage.
48. DELTT is the temperature increment between the 15 stored solar cell
I-V curve in STASH (°C).
49. ADDT is the temperature increment to be added to TNOT to determine
the highest STASH temperature (°C).
50. DENFAC is a curve shape temperature correction factor for use in
STASH. This factor should be specified as 0.065 for a 1 ohm-cm solar
cell, and 0.0 for a 10 ohm-cm cell.
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Array Signal Card
Immediately following NCODE 50 card must be a card containing 999 in
columns 1-3. This card tells the computer that solar array information is to
follow.
NPANEL Card
Following the Array Signal Card is the NPANEL card, which contains the
number (NPANEL) of solar panels in the array (maximum number of panels is
25). This number must appear right-justified in columns 1-3; no decimal point
is required.
Panel Description Cards
Following the NPANEL card is a panel description card for each solar
panel in the array, up to a maximum of 25 panels. The number of these cards
must agree with the value of NPANEL. Each card contains four fields of ten
columns each, in floating point format (requires decimal point).
Columns	 Variable	 Typical Vaiue
1-10 No. of Series Solar Cells per String 94.0
11-20 No. of Parallel Strings per Panel 36.0
21-30 Solar Incidence Angle (degrees) 0.0
31-40 Panel Temperature vs Time Table 11.0
Location in STINT
Following the Panel Description Cards is a blank card. This tells the
computer to stop reading in data and to start computing. If it is desired to
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chain an additional run, a new Run Label Card and only those NCODES and Panel
Description Cards that contain changed or new information should be placed after
the blank card. In addition, NCODE 27 must be set to 0.0 fo ^' all except the last
run, when it must have a value of 1.0. As many runs as are desired can be chained
in this manner, ensuring that Bach new run starts with a Run Label Card and ends
with a blank card. Refer again to Figure 4 for the proper sequence of card posi-
tions for chained runs.
As indicated in Figure 4, computer control cards are required in front of
the Program Deck, in front of the Date Card, and behind the last blank card at
the end of the Data Deck. The particular control cards needed vary from com-
puter to computer, and are sometimes different for identical machines at two
separate facilities.
A complete listing of the input data deck, including typical control cards,
20 example STINT tables, and example run label cards and MODES for two
chained program checkout runs can be found in the attached Appendix B.
V. Program Output
The information that the computer equipment prints out after an energy
balance run consists of the following items:
1. STINT Table Summary
The STINT table number, the date on the STINT table header card and the
title of the tabulated data as it appears on the header card are listed for each
table stored in STINT.
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2. Input Data Page
e Run number and date
e Run comments (as specified on input card)
e Listing of NCODE numbers, names and values
e Solar Array description: panel number, number of series solar cells,
number of parallel solar cell strings, solar illumination incidence angle and
number of STINT table which contains the array temperature-time profile.
3. Subroutine STASH Printout
e Values of temperature for which the degraded solar cell I-V curve has
been prepared are listed in a row across the page.
e Values of degraded solar-cell maximum-power voltage and current,
open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current appear in columns under each
temperature.
e Values of every other calculated current and voltage pair comprising
the I-V curve and stored in the computer memory are listed in columns under
each temperature.
4. Power Subsystem Data
The names of the calculated power system parameters are listed in a row
across the top of the page: orbit time at which the calculation was made (TIME),
number of ampere-minutes in the battery (ACCUM), relative state of charge of
the battery (STATE), output voltage of the series tracker unit in the SMPT
system (VTO), unregulated bus voltage during satellite rite or solar array bus
36
voltage during satellite day (VU(Night), VAB(DAY)), solar array current (IA),
solar array power at the operating point (PA), solar array maximum power
(PMAX), battery voltage (VB), battery current (IB), load current including sys-
tem losses (IL), shunt dissipator current (ISD), peak loam current (IPKLD), and
solar array temperature (TEMP).
5. Battery Data Summary
The depth of discharge, in percent of capacity at beginning of run, the
ampere-minute C/D ratio actually achieved during the run, the charge energy
into the battery during the run in watt-minutes, the discharge energy out of the
battery during the run in watt-minutes, and the orbit-average power dissipated
in the battery during the run, in watts, are presented.
If several runs are made at one time, the output data for each run is printed
out in the same format as for the first run, except that only changed values of
MODES are printed out on the input data page, and subroutine STASH printout
will not appear if the same solar cell I-V curve and degradation factors as in
the previous run are used.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show a typical energy balance computer run output.
Figure 7 shows the NCODE and array description card listing. A portion of a
typical STASH printout is shown in Figure 8, while Figure 9 shows the output
of the power, subsystem data.
37





NEW OR CHANG F C PARAMETERS
1 TN(NIGHT	 TIMF) .....................•.. PdS•nno0
2 TO(OPSIT	 TIMF) ........................
S DELTA	 T.• .............••.....•...•.... t.n^n^
A VFlMAX	 (VOL TS)......................... w^.^nnn
S ISMAX	 (AMPS) .............•....••...... Aj.Rnn?
6 DZCPR	 (VOLTS) ..............•••...•••.. ?.osnn
7 VKCRR	 (VOLTS) ......................... ).Ann^
e C/0	 RATIO .............................
9 TVSR	 (VCLTS) ......................... ^S.nOnO
10 ERSP	 (O"MS) ........... • .............. 0 .0 1	 ?
11 PLN................................... M.0
12 PLO ........ •.•••...•......•.........•• 0•0
13 VOI ODE (VOLTS)......................... 0•t0^n
14 RAMMAX	 (A-M) .......................... 2IFC.OQn1
15 ETA-(OFG) ....................... 	 •.... 0.0
16 NSLT•••..•.••••.•••......•........••.. 2
17 FIRMINT ................................ 11!
le NOMAXT .......... ...........•......•... 12
19 NCELLT ................................ S
20 NPKLO ......... • ...............•...•... 10
21 NPMM...• .............................. TA
22 NINV.• .............•..•.•..•.••....•4. 19
23 NC1vV ............. .............•.....•. sA
24 NSfR.......• ................... 	 •..•••
25 SYSTEM KFV	 [-I.t1 : SMPT•O.0-NB.1.1- 0MPT) 0•C
26 NPRTNT .................•.............• 7
29 FFFCNV•.••••..........•....••••......• 90.0070
70 NRTEMP....•• .......................... 3
31 NOGRAD...•...........•••..•....•...••. 1
32 S(GISC	 ( A /DFG	 C)......•.• ............. 0.00^14
33 SIGVOC	 (V/DF.G	 C)..•.....••..•.•.•..... 0.00,10
34 0)1(PERCENT).• .......... •............. 90.0n00
35 012(PERCFNT)..•..........•.......•.,•• 100.00n0
36 013(PlPCFNTI ................ .......... 100.0m1f)
37 D14(PEPCFKT)..
	 — ........•....•...... 1^C .0^^?
3e OVIIPEPCENTI .............. ............ 9o.nOn?
39 OV?(PFPCENT) .......................... 100.n0on
40 A VF MD(V0LTS1.e	 .•••.••••.....••..•. 0.47AI^1
41 AIPMO(AMPS).. ......... •............... 00170!0A
A2 AVOCO(VOLTS) ..... • .................... ^.So^'1n
4? THETA(P PPCENT) .............0...0.....• 101.nC??
44 TNnT(DEC	 C)•.•....•.......•...•. 	 .....
45 NO.	 OF	 CELLS/PATT ..................... 24
AS ADIMF(VOLT) ..................•....... l.^nnn
A7 PTFFF ....................•...........• 91.nnnn
4(! D°_LTT(OEG	 C)....•...•.•.•..........••. In.Pn'f^
49 AODT	 IDF_G	 CI ......... • ....... ....	 ..•. ?1.00n)
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Figure 9. Program Output-Power System Data
V1. Energy Balance Calculations
At the start of an energy balance computer run, the values of the NCODES
and other internally-used system parameters are initialized. The data deck is
then read in: STINT table data is stored in the computer memory, the NCODES
for the new run are read in, updating the initialized values, and the solar arrsy
configuration, sun angles and temperature profile are defined from the panel
description cards. This preliminary effort is done by MAIN, from the beginning
of the routine through instruction 105 (Refer to Appandix A for listing of computer
instructions).
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A. Solar Cell Data
After the initialization described above, subroutine STASH obtains the user-
supplied solar cell I-V curve from STINT and degrades the curve with the cur-
rent, voltage and series resistance factors specified in the NCODES. This de-
graded I-V curve is then corrected for temperature effects and finally 15 I-V
curves are stored in memory at 15 different temperature values, over the tem-
perature range (TNOT + ADDT) to (TNOT + ADDT -15 DELTT), as specified by
^ e NCODES. STASH will interpolate between the 15 stored I-V curves when
Red upon by MAIN or subroutine AMPS for particular solar cell data.
B. Spacecraft Nighttime Calculations
Energy balance calculations for spacecraft nighttime are made in MAIN,
from instructions 106 through 3005. Since all three system configurations (NB,
PMPT and SMPT) operate in the same manner during solar array eclipse periods,
the same set of instructions in the computer is used for all three systems during
the nighttime duration, TN.
Initialized parameters for the nighttime calculations are as follows:
(a) Orbit time is set equal to zero: T = 0.
(b) Total ampere minutes removed from battery is set equal to zero:
TOTOUT = 0.
(c) The total energy, in watt-minutes, removed from battery is set equal to
zero: BOUT = 0.
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(d) The battery relative state -of-charge is set equal to 1.0: SOC = 1.0.
(e) The total ampere minutes presently in battery is set equal to the initial
battery capacity, in ampere -minutes: ACCUM = BAMMAX.
The nighttime portion of the orbit ( TN minutes duration) comes first, with the
following computations being made at each DELTAT time increment.
(1) Increment T = T + DELTAT. If new T is greater than TN, nighttime
calculations are completed; if not, continue with step (2).
(2) Assume a battery discharge current of 1 ma; determine storage cell
discharge voltage: VBDCH @ SOC and IB = - 0.001A.
(3) The unregulated bus voltage during nighttime (VA) and battery voltage
(VB) are calculated:
VB = VBDCH x FUDGE
VA = VB - VDIODE
(4) The total load (ILT) and peak power currents (IPKLD) are calculated
at VA:
PINV	 PCONV
PWM + SL EFFIIW EFFCNV PLN
ILT = VA + — VA + VA + VA + DER
PKLDIP;c^LD = VA
(5) The battery table is reentered at IB = - ILT - IPKLD and a new value
of VBDCH is determined at SOC and IB. New values for VB and VA
are calculated as in step (3).
(6) Step (4) is repeated at the new unregulated bus voltage. The sum of
ILT and IPKLD are compared with IB from step (5).
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(7) If the difference between the two values is less than 10 ma, go to step
(8). If the difference is greater than 10 ma, return to step (5) to
determine a new value for VBDCH at IB = - ILT - IPKLD.
(8) The ampere-minutes removed from battery during time interval DELTAT
is computed:
AMPMIN = IB :x DELTAT
(9) The number of ampere-minutes remaining in battery is determined:
ACCUM = ACCUnI + AMPNIIN
(10) The new battery state-of-charge is calculated:
ACCUM
SOC BAMMAX
(11) The total amper-minutes removed from the battery is computed:
TOTOT = TOTOUT - AMPMIN
(12) The energy, in watt-minutes, removed from battery is determined:
EOUT = EOUT + AMPMIN x VB
(13) The time is compared with the total nighttime; if T < TN, go to (1).
If T = TN, the battery depth of discharge is calculated:
DEPTH = (1.0 - _DC) x 100
Return to step 1; if T and TN have different values, go to step 1.
When, in step 1, T is greater than TN the spacecraft has emerged into the
sunlight. The solar array is illuminated and a much more complicated set of
computations must be made at each time increment.
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C. Spacecraft Daytime Calculations
Energy balance calculations for spacecraft daytime (solar array is illuminated
and orbit time is greater than TN) are made in MAIN, with a different set of com-
puter instructions used for each of the three system configurations.
Before the daytime calculations are begun, the value of equivalent charge
controller resistance is calculated: RCRR = (VKCRR-DZCRR)/IBMAX. In-
structions 130 through 806 are common to all three systems and are executed
at each time increment during the daytime before the energy balance computa-
tions are started; the solar array maximum power PMAX at the orbit time T is
calculated. The values of total ampere-minutes into the battery (TOTIN) and
total energy into the battery (EIN) are set to 0.0 before the daytime computation
begins.
1. Nimbus B (NB) Daytime Energy Balance Calcuations
The NB system. uses the 900 series of instructions in MAIN for daytime
energy balance calculations.
(1) The storage cell open-circuit voltage (VBO) is determined at SOC
and IB = 0. The battery voltage (VB) is calculated:
VB = VBO x FUDGE
(2) The total load (ILT) and peak load (IPKLD) currents are calculated
at an array bus voltage (VAB) set equal to VB:
PINV	 PCONV
PWM + SLEFFINV EFFCNV PLD
ILT = VAB + VAB + VAB + VAB + ER
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I PK LD =	 PKLDVAB - VDIODE
(3) Subroutine .AMPS is entered at array voltage VA = VAB + ADIODE
to determine the solar array current (IA) available at the array
operating voltage, VA. The available battery charge current is
calculated: IB = IA - ILT - IPKLD.
(a) If IB 0, go to step (4)
(b) If IB < 0, go to step (5)
(c) If IB ^ 0, go to step (6).
(4) The solar array operating power (PA) is calculated: PA = IA x
(VAB + ADIODE). The battery parameters are updated:
AMPMIN = IB x DELTAT
ACCUM = ACCUM + AMPMIN
SOC	 = ACCUMBAMMAX
EOUT = EOUT - AMPMIN XVB
TOTOUT = TOTOUT -AMPMIN
Time is incremented (T = T + DELTAT), and program operation
operation is returned to Step (1) to begin calculations at the next
time increment in orbit.
(5) The storage cell discharge voltage, VBDCH, is located at SOC
and IB and the battery voltage determined: VB = VBDCH x FUDGE.
The array bus voltage is set equal to V B; ILT and IPKLD are
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calculated as in step (2). The total array current is determines a_
VA = VAB + ADIODE and the actual value of battery discharge
current is calculated: IB = IA - ILT - IPKLD. Go to step (4).
(6) The battery charge current is set equal to IBMAX and the storage
cell voltage (VBM) is determined at IB and SOC. Battery voltage
is calculated: VB = VBM x FUDGE, and array bus voltage is de-
termined: VAB = VB + DZCRR + (RCRR x IBMAX). The total
load and peak load currents are calculated as in (2). Subroutine
AMPS is entered (at VAB + ADIODE) to determine the solar array
current. The available battery current is calculated: IB = IA -
ILT - IPKLD. If the available battery charge current is greater
than IBMAX, go to (a); if IB < IBMAX, go to (b).
(a) A voltage increment is defined: DELTAV = 0.1 -volt. The ar-
ray bus voltage VAB is set equal to TVSR + DELTAV Pnd the
array current at VA = VAB + ADIODE is determined. Values
for ILT and IPKLD are calculated as in (2). The available
battery charge current is calculated: IB = IA - ILT - IPKLD.
(Note that ILT now contains some value of shunt dissipator
current ISD - defined as (VAB - TVSR)/ERSR. The new value
of IB is again compared with IBMAX; if IB is still greater
than IBMAX, set DELTAV = DELTAV/2.0. A new array bus
voltage is calculated. (Note that VAB is now equal to
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TVSR+ 0.1 + 0.05). System currents are again evaluated, and anew
DELTAV is added to VAB in order to further increase ISD and
reduce IP if IB still exceeds IBMAX. A maximum of 10 iter-
ations is allowed in this manner to zero-in on the values of
system currents. Go to (7).
(b) If IB < IBMAX, the array bus voltage is calculated: VAb - VBO x
FUDGE +DZCRR. ILT, IPKLD and IA are determined at VAB, VAB-
VDIODE, and VAB +A DIODE respectively. The storage cell volt ^!ge
VBM is located in STINT at SOC and IB = IA - ILT - IPKLD; the
battery voltage is determined as VB = VBM x FUDGE. The
array current is determined at VA = VB + DZCRR + IB x RCRR)
+ ADIODE; ILT and IPKLD are calculated at new VAB = VA -
ADIODE. The new charge current (IBN) is determined;
IBN = IA - ILT - IPKLD. If I IBN - IB i > 10 ma, a new value
of storage cell voltage VB is located at IB = IBN; this interation
is repeated untilthe difference between IBN and (LA - ILT -
IPKLD) is less than 10 ma. When I IBN - IBI 5 10 ma, go to
(7)•
(7) The battery voltage is now compared with the maximum al-
lowable voltage (V BMAF). If VB < V BMAX, go to (8); if VB >
VBMAX, the computer moves the system operating point out
along the I-V curve just as in (6(a)). Less input power is
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.ob..ained at each new voltage point until both the currents and
voltages are compatible with acceptable small errors and
maximum limits; then proceed to step (d).
(8) The battery parameters are updated:
AMPMIN = IB x DELTAT
ACCUM = ACCUM + AMPMIN
EIN
	
= EIN + AMPMIN x VB
SOC	 = ACCUM/BAMMAX
TOTIN = TOTIN + AMPMIN
The solar array operating power is defined:
PA = (VAB + ADIODE) x IA
The final value shunt dissipator current is determined:
ISD = VAB - TVSRERSR
(9) Orbit time in incremented: T = T + DELTAT. If T S TO, go to
(1); if T > TO, go to st, p (10).
(10) The ampere minute charge-to-discharge ratio is calculated:
RATIO = TOTIN/TOTOUT. Orbital average power dissipated in
the battery is determined:
PAVG = (EIN + EOUT)
TO
The energy balance run for NB is now complete.
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2. Parallel Maximum Power Tracker (PMPT) Daytime Energy
Balance Calculations
The PMPT system uses the 600 series of instructions in MAIN for daytime
energy balance calculations. Another parameter is also used with this system
and is computed at each time increment: RATIO = TOTIWTOTOUT. TVSR is
set to 1000 volts to avoid unintentional use of a shunt dissipator in this system,
which can operate at a solar array bus voltage up to 80 volts or greater. Refer
to Figure 1 for the PMPT system block diagram.
(1) The unregulated bus voltage Is initially defined as the previously-
calculated solar array maximum-power voltage minus the array diode
drop, VU = AVMPSA - ADIODE, and the solar array current is set
equal to the current found earlier at the maximum power point, IA =
IAM. The total load current ILT is calcu'ated at VU; ILT is compar:A
with IA. If (IA - ILT) < 0, go to (2); if (IA - ILT) > 0, go to step (3).
(2) As the total load current is greater than the array current, battery
discharge power is needed to support the load. Cell discharge voltage
VBDCH is looked up by STINT at SOC and at IB = -1.0 ampere. Un-
regulated bus voltage is calculated VU = VBDCH x FUDGE - VDIODE.
Solar array current IA is found at VU, as well as ILT and IPKLD. Total
value of battery discharge is calculated: IB = IA - ILT - IPKLD, solar
array operating power is determined, PA = (VU + ADIODE) x IA, and
the battery parameters are updated just as in step (4) of the NB day-
time calculations. Orbit time is incremented and step (1) above is repeated.
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(3) If (IA - ILT) from (1) is positive, the value of RATIO is compared
with the user-specified CTOD; if RATIO is greater, the battery has
reached a full state of charge and a limit value of charge current is
set: ILIM = 0.6A. If RATIO is less than CTOD, set ILIM = IBMAX.
(4) The parallel tracker unit output power is calculated: PTO = VU x
(IA - ILT) x PTEFF. Battery open-circuit voltage at SOC and 0.0
amps is calculated and an initial value of charge current is found:
IB = (PTO/VB) - PKLD/(VB-VDIODE). Note that this value of IB will
high since a low VB (open . -circuit voltage) , ias assumed. If IB < 0,
go to (5); if IB > 0, go to (6).
t5) If IB from (4) is negative (this can only occur if a high peak load
exists), storage cell discharge voltage VBDCH is located in STINT at
SOC and IB = - 1.0 A. The battery voltage is defined (V3 = VBDCH x
FUDGE), and a final value of battery discharge current is determined:
1B = PTO/VB - PKLD/(VB-VDIODE). The remaining system param-
eters are defined: VA = VU, PA = (VA + ADIODE) x IA. The battery
parameters (SOC, AMPM:N, ACCUM, TOTOUT, and EOUT) are up-
dated just as in step (4) of the NB daytime calculations. The time is
incremented (T = T + DELTAT) and the calculations in step (1) are
begun again.
(6) ff IB from (4) is positive, it is compared with the value of ILIM. If IB
is greater than ILIM, battery voltage VB is found at SOC and at
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IB = ILIM and IB is redefined: IB = PTO/VB - PKLD/(VB-VDT_ODE).
If IB is still greater than ILIM, a new operating voltage is specified:
VU = VU + 0.1. IA is found by AMPS at the new VU, DRAIN supplies the
new value of ILT and step (3) is repeated. Eventually, the increasing
value of VU will reduce the available IB below ILIM, as follows:
Battery voltage is found at the new value of IB, and now another value
of IB is obtained from VB: IB = PTO/VB - PKLD/(VB-VDIODE).
This value of IB is now compared with ILIM; if LB is greater, VU 7s
again incremented, further reducing IB. After sufficiently increasing
the array operating voltage, IB will be equal to or just slightly less
than ILIM, and the last value of VB is compared with VBMAX.
(7) If VB is greater than the .naximum permissible VBMAX, VU is incre-
mented to a higher value just as it was when IB was too great. Charge
current is further reduced at the higher array operating voltage and
eventually the reduced value o: IB will result in the VBMAX limit not
being exceeded. At this time the battery parameters (AMPMIN, RATIO,
EIN, TOTIN, ACCUM and SOC) are updated, array operating power is
calculated, the values of all system parameters sent to PRINT and
orbit time is again incremented.
(8) If orbit time T is less than or equal to TO, step (1) is repeated; if time
T is greater than orbit duration TO, the actual C/D ratio achieved is
calculated: RATIO = TOTIN/TOTOUT, battery power dissipated as
heat is calculated: PD = (EIN - EOUT)/TO and the energy balance
run is complete.
An additional feature of the P1IPT coding instructions is that when a final
system operating point has been determined from energy balance considerations,
a check is made to see if the unregulated bus voltage VU is at least one volt
greater than the battery voltage, during system charge. This check is necessary
since an operating point is assumed at the maximum-power -volta¢e, which con-
ceivably could be even less than battery voltage for an unusual combination of
high array temperature, low battery temperature and a severe solar array volt-
age degradation. If VU is too low, the computer will increment VU = VU + 0.1
until a satisfactory operating point is reached, and an error message will be
printed out a" the completion of the run.
3. Series Maximum Power Tracker (SMPT) Daytime Energy Balance
nIeuntionS
The SHPT system uses the 700 series of instructions in MAIN for daytime
energy- balance calculations. As seen in the system block diagram of Figure 1,
the operation of the SHPT system is identical to that of the NB system after the
	 p
series tracker unit has processed the solar array power.
(1) The tracker output power is determined at the array maximum power
point (IA = IAM and VAB = AVMPSA - ADIODF): PTO = IA x VAB x
PTEFF. Assuming zero current into the battery, the storage cell
voltage (VBO) is obtained from STINT, and the battery voltage is
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defined: VB = VBO x FUDGE. The series tracker output vcltage (VTO)
is set equal to VB, and the total load current calculated:
PEW PCONV
PWM + SL EFFINV EFFCly-V Pi.D
ILT = VTO + VTO + VTO + VTO + ISER.
A first value of battery charge current is defined:
IB = PTO/VB - PKLD/(VB-VDIODE) - ILT.
(2) If IB from (1) is negative, battery power is required to support the
spacecraft load. Storage cell voltage (VBDCH) is determined at SOC
and IB = - LOA and battery voltage is defined: VB = VBDCH x FLTDGE.
DRAIN is entered to determine the new ILT at the lower VB, and a re-
fined value of IB is calculated as in (1). Battery parameters are up-
dated, just as in step (4) of the NB daytime calculation, and calcula--
tion at the next time increment is begun in step (1) after the values of
system parameters have been sent to PRINT.
(3) If IB from (J) is positive, IB is set equal to IBMAX. After storage
cell voltage (VBM) is determined at IB and SOC, the battery voltage
is calculated: VB = VBM x FUDGE. An initial value of tracker out-
put voltage is defined as VTO = VB + VKCRR. A new value of ILT is
calculated at this value of VTO, as in (1), and a value of IB is determined:
IB = PTO/VTO - ILT - PKLD/(VTO - VDIODE).
(4) If the value of IB from (3) is greater than IBMAX, the system operating
voltage on the array is incremented: VAB = VAB + 0.1, where
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-v
originally V.A B = AVMPSA - ADIODE. A new value of IA is obtained
from AMPS, and step (1) is executed again. This procedure is repeated
until IB is less than or equal to IBMAX.
(5) After an IB which is less than or equal to IBMAX has been determined,
either from (3) or after the last iteration of step (4), a maximum of 10
iterations are started to find the pL6per value of IB. The charge. con-
troller resistance is calculated as RCRR = (VKCRR - DZCRR)/IBMAX
and the tracker output voltage is set equal to VB + DZCRR, where VB
is defined as the battery open circuit voltage (VBO x FUDGE). A value
of ILT is found at VTO as in (1) and a value of IB is calculated: IB =
PTO/VTO - ILT - PKLD/(VTO-VDIODE). The storage cell voltage at
the new value of IB is located in STINT and a new battery voltage cal-
culated; VTO is redefined as VB + DZCRR + (IB x RCRR). ILT is re-
calculated at the new VTO, and a new value of IB is defined:
IBN = PTO/VTO - ILT - PKLD/(VTO-VDIODE)
(6) The new value of battery charge current is compared with the older
value; if I IBN - IB I < 10 ma, the error is deemed small enough and
program operation is shifted to step (7). If the difference i:^ not within
the allowable 10 ma tolerance. IB is set equal to IBN. The calculations
of step (5) are repeated, up to a maximum of 10 times, each time re-
placing IB with IBN and allowing the system operating point to be de-
I` 	 termined with little error.
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(7) After IB from (6) has been determined, the resulting battery voltage
VB is compared with VBMAX. If VB is greater than the user-specified
VBMAX, the array bus voltage is incremented VAB= VAS +0.1, as instep
(4), until the decreased available power at the higher VAB produces a
low enough value of IB such that VBMAX is not exceeded.
(8) System operating voltage is checked, just as with the PM PT system, to
ensure that VAB is greater than VB by at least 1.0 volt. When this
criterion is satisfied, battery parameters (SOC, AMPMIN, TOTIN,
EIN, ACCUM) are updated, solar array power is calculated: PA = IA x
(VAB + ADIODE), and step (1) is repeated for the next time increment.
If T > TO, RATIO and PD are calculated as with the other two systems,
and the energy balance run is completed.
VII. Summary
A computer program has been described which will simulate the ,-peration
of three general types of satellite power supply configurations (Nimbus B, Paral-
lel Maximum Power Tracker,and Series Maximum Power Tracker) as the space-
craft passes Through a complete orbital cycle. The simulation is accomplished
by combining the known electrical characteristics of the various system com-
ponents. The system's operating condition (array power, load powers, battery
voltage and current, etc.) is determined at each time increment during the orbit
and printed out. The program will enable the user to quickly and easily ascer-
tain the effect on the power supply operation of load changes, disconnecting one
IY'..
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or more batteries, occurrance of a partial solar array failure or expected array
degradation and differing component electrical characteristics. Power dissipation
in the storage models under any conditions can be determined, as can the battery
ampere-minute charge-to Jischarge ratio achieved during the orbit. Excellent
agreement has been demonstrated between tiie computer calculated power sys-
tem operation and actual hardware measurements.
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CALL AMPS (XIA,VAB,P'ILMPS,XS4XC,ErA^AivGLA,ANGLl^NGKIPEiTdIiUTtJ, 	 OI X1443('
-	 1NCELLT,AUIUUt,I)ELAiJG,RS,iii000LLiVUCIJT•AU(Ifi;01-0 iT---'-------	 01-04440
-	
-	 -	 -
IF(XIH-XIBMAX) 905,920,920 	 --	 -- - - -- ---	 -
905 VAB=VH() ,x FIJU(-,E+I)7CKK - "---	 -	 -- -	 ---tTt-Tf4470
•	 •	 • r
	 •	 f ol M44.0
1NPWM t NINV,NCNV,NSER,EFFINV,tFFCNV, -TNT
 ---	 -	 - ---	 --	 (11 044'30
---- 
-CALL AfiP5 --tXIA,VAB',Plt:MPSr XS, -XC,t:( -•AIVGt -A•AV4(;n NGK-IPE -iNAttTU - - (117045t1(7
X113=XIA-XILI-PKLU/(VAti-VUluuti -- 	 	 ----------- ---	 --	 111 tt4`32u
9UH CALL SIINT	 -"453U
VAH = Vti+ULCKK+X I H^KCKK	 _.- --	 ----	 - -- - ---fit--0455()
C A L L -13K A I W-1 X I L,XItT,NLU,VAK•-CtSK-0V	 1.4Gfpt,roStfi;	 ---- Yt?45hti
	
tit	 odF,i^tl
--	 CALL AMPS (XIA, VAH, PItMPS,XS,XC,tIA,APIGLAiAroGttitvt;RIP' rvAtiTt1v----- 1J1 u45nU
-'	 MLELLI9-AVIt1Ut,UtLANG	 ttf-VULUtiAtitTi-,tltt- t-k- 	 "-	 --01-04590-





920 -Vt=VA13 -- -- -- -- -	 --- -	 --	 -
CALL DRAIN( XTt-4Xlt -f,-PtV4VAt3,LtS"g 'VS-tt,-tttSK ,>Qt,^rlPt ,NJtrt^ -_ - _ __	 --_ _
^
	
	 1N P^PM1I^NINV, NCNV, NStK ,t?=1=I7vV,r_hrL'rnV;iN) -	 -
--1NCELL(,AUIUUt,UtLAN(i,KS,toUUUtL.VUL`O
XIHT=XIA-XILT'-PKLLV/tVAts-1UTUUtft-- —
921 - lt-(XIHi- XIHMAXT 92Z,`iU6tVU6	 - -- - -----	 - ------	 -
9t t-i( IH=XI ts f-^------ -
4
-VH=Vti*FUUGC --- --	 -	 --- -- - ---	 -	 - -
--	 I-f't-Vt5-VHt9AX l '913, VO44 +i06	 -	 ----- --- ----- --	 - --- ---
S973 UtLV = I VSK-VL
	 --	 - - - - --- - ----	 -^ --
- 




---t F (;J l L 1. G T .1-U ) GLJ---fit"U4 ——
VAH = VAH— UtLV 	---	 -	 -- -- —
GU iU 926	 - ---	 --	 — --
925 VAH=VAH+UtLV
67
---926 CUNT INtit 	 - -	 --	 ----	 -	 - —	 --- - - ---
-	 CALL	 UKAINiXItiXILTgPtU,VAtl,CtSftf"SR,-"Sittfr"b ---	 —
-	 CAL!.	 AMPS( X 19, VACS, P1 tMPS, XS, XC, ETA, AN G LA, AYVGt l N63K l 'tOlAttftt;-- --
-	 1NCELLT,AUIUUt,utLANG,FtS, MUUUtt ,VUCttI,AUUT-,OttTtt-- -
CALL  ---
-	 Vti=Vb*FUU(;t -- - 	 - --- - -	 -- —	 ----	 ------ i
-C**** IIERATI01v Tu- HNU StWhf UfS fPATUK UtftRt*f- HiLLOw5--- -- -01 04f,50-
-- 06 0ELTAV=t)-.-1 ------	 ---	 ---- 0 i-04-660-
81 H46?tjHER b
--- — VAti= f VSfttUtLT AV -- -	 -	 -- --	 -	 - --	 — H1 - if46HO
---"e-XISt)-XILT-XIL- -	 --- --	 ---
.	 ,NER- rR .,,	 ", •,.`^
-	 -FF 1ITER-101 916 9 916,904	 -	 - —	 - -- 0	 0471(}
--916^at{- arrP^{^EId,VaisrPTEr+1i5^XS,	 ► ETd^atvFi:,^rAwf TEr	 i-P*-v H A +1TBr---01-E4720
----	 CALL
	
UR it lty 	(XILtXILT-tPLU,VAb,CLStt ,-TiFSit-tt-R S-K tTtr46fTPt,rnS-LT,	 - &1-04340
---^i^tPrrM;NlrfVir^CrlV,roSf R	 f-+1rrV,tfrCroV,1FhHI -V4-75ti--
-----f F- f X I b-X I timAX) 9 40t4 fit --	 -	 -	 — (n -tW770
-91-3- UELTAV=UELTAV/' . 	 --------	 -- ---	 --- Ot-047W) -
-	 GO TO 910	 -- - --	 --	 -	 --- -	 - tT1- Oust)© -
914 CALL STINT fStit,Xtti;ttAitmP,Vti,ItmGtcINt,t"mlroT,Nb"X-TV- 	 ----frY o#Rrti-
— -	 IF t Vti-VbMAA' ) 91tit"4,1113
	 --	 —	 - -- UI.	 0483t -
5 UELTAV = utLfAV/2.f3-
	 -	 --	 --	 -	 —	 --- -01- 04H40
GU TO 910
	 -	 ---	 — -	 tit -0"60 -
9u4 VA = VAtt-- ---	 - —	 --	 -- --- -)1- 0487@--
X I PKL +) =PKLtN i VAti-VUT UUt 1— 	- -	 - ----	 - —	 $I-04"0 
GU TO	 121	 --	 -	 - (JJ 04900
`i ()




H	 H61 :101aiRATib 01 04940
Pu= (t I iv+tUUT ► / I U	 --- --	 -- --








—.^♦  IMF	 11 5 #- ^ - -	 , ^";	 =	 r	 ^	 ^ 	 -
—WKTTET7B,70I3wu
EOUT=0.0 -- -	 -
--*w
IF(FL AG. GT -.II:UY-lMTTE J13 -9 8060t- 	 -	 - -- --
- - GO - 117 70 1 D" m
C*** >z PARALLtL PtAX PWR TRKR-WI TK-A-Tfi t;TR --ANV FdAK- LUAD-RL-GUL-ATUR-STARTS-01-04,9110
- VU= AVMPU-" i OUt--- -	 -	 -- -	 - --VYV`JtTUU
t t- 6tj tRMm1 rNPANft--- ------ -	 - -	 -- -- ut-17501%0-
- -	 tf-fXe ttltM Yt 05030
--- i f-------	 ----
	
----
----0 i 05 015T7
DTI lr oN trNtt	 - - ul	 5050
$1011 CAM MAIN -1at	 05 u cr
--- INPWMiNiNV,-NCNY+	 EFFINV#tF L1VV, --fir05OBI)
--- rF tX? Q - rn-r -5U r-,-6-07, 6 o 3	 - -	 -
+	 +	 r	 r	 •	 +	 •
-- Vti = V BU't7UG - 01 U5110
-	 VU=Vis=Vt) I Uot aiV`STm
eAtt	 AMPS + 	,	 •	 ,	 •	 ♦ 	 , +
l9At)lt)t)F!,Vt!tANG,R 01 05140
-- - t-AL-tUR Afar tXfL t XfLT9VLtr, 0 t 0 7itra
CA	 #PKtV, t q	 GKj PE -i g PKtojiNPKtt1---- -	 --	 tt5ttt)
--- XltS-XfA-txftT-+VKtU/Vt)t -- 	 — ---	 — —tfi-U•sIMy-
— 602 8t V'5n_ tr
-- -11: - tPKtUt- 630030,633
-	 .
-- — CAti— Sf fhtT	 fSOC,ttts, I5Afitrri►,-Vtstt; f ; ,,q x-ft►E tm m ImT jI-lM rAXT 	 -- 2 3f
—	 - Vts=VbO*i=UUGt-	 ---	 - - - --- --- --	 -- - - --- ---rtT-05240
e .t-
631	 C A U7 S-fINT-tSOC,-1.U,t5AIt MV, VrU,-i-vT4Gt1PtirMMlrot 	 XTt- 0 i	 05,?At),
VtS=Vbt)	 rUUGt	 ---	 - -- -- --tTl 052 t&
t fi-6 04	 -	 - - - -- -- - t) t	 i`l2#0-
6" X IL iM= X I bmAx -vr U5300
611 X I L I M =u.6	 `-	 --	 - -	 - U1
	
U537O
622	 P1 ti = VU'x (X I A-X ILI ) *P I t ►-r	 -	 -- -	 -	 - -- ---- -01 0330
CALL	 STINT	 (SUL,U.U,hAItmP, Vtiu ,l,wGkIPE,NbIljwfgNKt-iAXT) 01 05340
69
vn=vtsv —+^ ruu6t— 	---	 — ^
-	
CALL STINT IT,v.U•U.09PKLUr19NGklet,rorKLU,rvrttLV tri 360-
IF	 (XIM)	 61'/ 9 616,61D	 — ui	 0	 3ttfi--
615	 IF	 (x}h-XILIM)	 6u8 9 605 9 607	 ---	 - -	 -- 0t	 b53^if3-
--tU TU 604 --	 -	 - 1-&
617 CALL	 STINT 95042fT
—1t tf-"TU/-Vb) - lPKLi)H fj 1 -015448-
- -	 60 TO 604	 -- - -	 - - -	 -- - - -	 - - - -0j- )54S4)--
-	 Vb-VnL--w -FUUOt-- ---	 - -	 01 .5440
--	 XIb-1PTO/Vb)-(PKLO/1Vtf-Vt)!Ut)EI) 	 - -	 - 63 -H54ft(r
606 VU=VU +U. 1-	 -- ot_05500-
-- - CALL- AMPS 1XI A t VU,Pi IMPS,XS,XE-ft-TA,AWiLA,AN6tl-v'NC3KlPEOAOTU9 NEE UT01-U55-iO-
-6H--fU
	
—	 --	 -- -- --01 0to53ti
604-CALL STINT- (S(JC-► XI ti t bATtMPgVttr-i,rvGklPt,rorM}NTrttHrrA	 i -	 tl-Y-0554()
-)H drl=	 f p fu/ vd)	 le _Oi 85560
--It11xI tiro/ XIn)-00991 6 1 9 ,61+w61 H ---	 - -	 -$3 055+9-
6113 Atg- m ibfg
68 Tti-633	 --	 --	 --	 - ---ei-05"O_
619 Xlb-X Its-U.3
	
-	 — --	 --	 - --- -- tvi 85600





---	 X16-IPTO/Vb)	 -A PKLU/(Vb-VUIuUt)f- 	 -- -	 --- -	 93 05b5U
-	 -	 I; 4XILIh-XIbl	 606,6}3,bls	 - -	 - - -- - --E>} 05b60-
- ---4-f-i V lhi.4 . YC4-- liu - U 641 -.^ -	 - --- - -- -----
C-U
	
- Pi4PT	 C04"PU) ATI IJ14 	 CuwPLL-Tt	 FOR	 l )wt' TImE	 :nCRE:mtivT	 - --	 0>I 056701-
N p i(vA+AUIuut)*XIA --------0i 05#0#0_
XIPKLU=PKLU/(Vts-VuIuut)	 --	 - ul 05700
_FH—	 fiN	 iri
641
	 ; LAG-i.0	 - -	 ---
GU TO 6u6
--13t:-}iti 1
Iuu TVSK=luuu.0	 -	 -- -	 U1 05730
VAn=AVMPSA-AUIUUt
	 -	 - -
ul 05740
xI A=x lu•1 01	 uhftiu
01) 711
	
LKM=l t NPANtL	 -	 -- --	 -	 -- -nI 05760
IF	 (XC(LRro	1711, /119712 -at 051,10
1 )	 --- -	 Ur 05 790
711	 C(1nI l INUt	 -- _	 - tT2-T15l4110
CALL	 Slirti	 (SU(.,U . 0, nATtMPvV13U,1, N (;KIPt,NtJMINI,NmmAXT) 05K20
VH= VHU'*FUUGt
CALL	 NI IN)	 1I,U.U,U.U,PKLtJtltr'JbKINtrNVKLU,NPKL11f--- 	-	 --- -t11 05M*)O
VTu =vr
--L A t t	 1) <	 X tt-"rl t 1 , p t 11 , V I I 1 ,	 ,	 ,
1^1 W4M,NINV9NCNV,NStK9tFFINV,tI-1-( 
'
NV9 IN)	 -`	 --- 01 01WHO
X I H = P 'i U/Vti-PKLU/ ( Vn-VL)I UUt l -X I L7"	 -	 "'—"-- `U1 05H90
-tT ( X	 o t TI'Tl ;rtV7 i t rj:$ -
7U1
	 CALL	 STINT	 ( SUL, -1.U,nAltMP,VnU,1,N(3'RIPt,NHMINI0HMAXI)	 "' ()1 11591()
VH=VHU ,X FUt1Gt U1 (1597_()
tsrtt
	 -t	 - 7r >
1NPWM,NINV,NL1`IV,NStK,tf-FINV,tt-1-CNV, IN) (71 115940
XIH=PIU/Vts-PKLI1/(Vn-VUIUUt)-XILI	 - 01 (1950
---b i tt=-v m	 -	 — Mt
X I PKLU=PKLU / 1 V n-Vu I I.lut)	 -	 "- (l1 1)51470
GU TO 7U4	 ---- v 1 0514MU
=ttlz ff	 - Htr
VIU=Vn	 -	 -` ul (lhll(l	 l
XIPKLU=PKLU /(Vn -VUIUUt) U1 01S010
-.0 04(009	 iti 
(U3
	




V 1 U=Vn+VKCRK t ► 1 11 Ml^+U
CALL	 UKAiry	IXIL,XILI,PLU,VIU,CLSR,FVSK,tRSK,I,t •IGRIHt,,,PSLf, U1 06070
fuH	 XIn = 141(1/VIU-XILI -fi KLU /IVTU- VUfl.lut ► -	 -	 --	 - 01 0609t1
It-	 (xin-XfMMAX)707,706,705 01 16100
-





RS,MUUut-L9V000I,A001,M-LI I1 01 (10,130
7U6	 1. f-1 VMMA),-Vh)	 705, fi05, 740	 -	 - -- ------ -- --	 -
707	 I IFR=1U	 -^-	 -	 - 0I tIn1Hu
RLRk=(VKCKK-UZCKK)/XIOMAX	 "'-'- 01 U6190
Vl H = Vn(1+UZLRR of 067()(1
71
CALL "RAIN 1XIt 0iL i 0 i 0 6210
IN PNIti t N I N V , NC NV, NStK , t FF I N V , ttFC NV fin)	 -	 - ---- -- - 01 062 2t)
C*fLt
	
STINT-4SUCgXJt g tJATL-MP, Vo l I,nGRTPt1 +r»Mlni,*+rMAXT+- "24H
--	 Vb -Vti 41Fuu(;t	 ---	 - - U1 4)x+250
CAU O KAIN	 (XIL , XILf,PLU , VTu,CLSKrTVSK 9 tRS*vT-rwiHIT'tvnSO tf1 "270
Ih I PMM, v I NV, NCNV, NStK, L-FF I NV, tFr(;NV, TN l 	 --- - —	 -- t)1 U-^2t+U
if-	 -XI BN -U.uI)706f7U6 , 709
-at)9 x Iti=x IHN	 -
-	 -ti=p I i t  17U6, 7U6 ftTtir	 --	 ---	 - 33 06330
-740 VC-Vt3+1.0
	
-- — ----	 -----	 ---- - _-
774 "— XIA*4VAb+AUIUUt)	 -----	 - -	 --	 -	 — -	 U1 0-+340





--	 -6u IU-}-2}- ---	 -	 -	 ---	 --- -b2
ks
U63it)
-741- PbAG-i.v	 -	 -	 ---	 -	 -	 — -----
— 4UU iIRIT^f6,4I-Ui--N0ANtL	 _	 -- --'
- -4.0 FUKMAI	 f	 1X, • NUMbtK Ut- PANtLS - --2 ,I3, & tXCttUS NU"N	 tk^lttt^ti{	 L}---- '—
C*** * STS CUMPVI A I IO N W"PLt f t -FUK ONE T t"t- I Nt,ktMtNT . 	 -- -01--06300
C
4wk juTtj









FORMA+ f 72fi 10
- - -
7002




-ILW3 -FURMAf 472H	 -- -	 — --- - U1 06440
U} 0645U
----- i- SATtLLI)t tLtGiNICAL	 tr4tR6Y- tiALArtf:t--4(;3-P.J.F'YLAWL-v-v*oRASMH5-SL*-PU1 U6470
–
;oos
2KUURAm11tRS/2UHU	 I AnLt CUmmtwf 5. ► 	 -	 -- --
i; Hlk+awl 1 iwib	 ilHN	 bliikiyti,l b. )^4'i4i
7-UU6 FUKMAI (3UHU	 Ntw (JR CHANGtU PARAMt1tR^ /1H01 	-	 ----------0-1 OFyUU
7uO7 FORMAT (130-12.0)	 ---	 —	 — -	 01 06510
7009 FORMAT (28HOUtPTH OF UISCHARGt(PtRCtwi 01 06b3u
71)10 FORMAT
" ,
f 1UH C/O KAI IOF6.3//)
	 -	 -	 -'--	 --
•
	
}	 -143 1 ' 6 1
	
vi-t rt tkv	 +M rrFl-rr}N}i-1-b 	 t	 l^ri,ti'
-' -----' '-
7U12 FUKMAI (43H	 UISCHARGt	 trtKGY("ATT-M1NUTtS)	 F10.3//i-
7U13 FORMAT (43H URb	 AVG PwR	 UISSIPATtu	 Iw bATTtRItS4NATTS)F10.3//)
8UU1 FUKMAI (17 9 4UH	 111OU GHT	 IIMt) ........................F12.4) 01 06550
72
8002 FURMAT t17 9 40M "TU(URBIT TIME)::." .:.:....:........:...,12.41 	 - U1 0 65 60
8UO3 FORMAT (1794UM DELTA	 T.......	 .........	 ............,12.41 01 116570
8005 FORMAT (17,4OH
.........................	 .
IBMAX	 (AMPS1 ..........................F12.4) 01 05590
8006 F(IRMAT 117,4UH UZCRR	 (VULTS) .........................,12.4) 01 06600
.. • ................ a .... .
8008 FORMAT (17,40H C/O	 RATI O ... . .........................,12.4) 01 06620
RU09 FORMAT (17,40H TVSR	 tVOLTS) .....:...................F12.4) 01 061630
.........................
R011 FORMAT (17,40H PLN:...-..: ..... ..:— ::.::.:...:::.:.-...,12.4 ► 01 06650
8012 FORMAT t17,40H PL..... ......::.:".:..:.-':::....::..:i`I2: 	 1 01 716660
• , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8014 FORMAT t: 1 4UH BAMMAX tA-Mro...::::::::.-.T.-.-.:..:::rt 12.41 - - " -- t11 066MO
8015 FORMAT t17,404 tTa-t uft;l:.:....:.::^:..::.-.::-:.:.:::62.41_ —^i 06690
,40H mstf ........................... _..... 1•	




.:. ..: 00.00...........:18 ► - -01: Ot5710
8018
-
-FORMAT 1-17;40M - - - --0t fl6-7?_b-
8020 FtIRMAT tt7, 4UM -
........................  ..
NPKtU::.::.-:.-.:::..—.:.-.-..—.::.:.-.—.—.:ftt^----- tip U674t1-





80 24 FORE-!J- 117,401 -
tT7,4 Ott—wt:ro1F .............^.r:::::...- ...^::.
*►Sett. .-.	 "...	 .—.....	 ...	 . -.7o-o-. tH l -- --ffi--4)A7H1)
S026 -FWMAT -t"v4f)+- -ft"ilM^:......:.—.::.—..—::c—.—.r.........- 	 !~-- $1-tr`*tlfT
8U27 FORMAT f17-,4t44 - ivEmO...-i;-.-::	 c ^::.:..--.-:.:.--.-. :Ht ► 	 —fl}^3f^+!^(±
802'! FURMAT- -Utz-, 40M-- t-t-FClvif::..iwi—i:.:.:W—s .	 : .:..::	 Ftt_._4 01-trA 30-
-8030- FORMAT t17,40H mbTtMP...:::.:.-:.- --:,--- 	 --- -::....: 1n1	 - -0l- 0ft"40
................................ Ot	 094"40
8032 Ft)ftrlAT (I7,4UH SIGISC ( A/t)t0 t t::::.-.-:::—:..-::—:.:.F12—.ljf	 '^A3-06x60
8033 FORMAT 117, 4UH SIGVUC	 ( V /vtt; C) ........... :.:.:..—:....t=t7.5fi--" ttl ttKrr'ft^
,...• C f1, 1 p t Ketnv.......................... _
5-803MMATF- 11-It 4UFf ul "Ltr^tRCtnT 1 .::..:::—.:.::-....:::.::: 12".4 f ^i h6KyU
ttU36 Ft.*MAT f17,4tM U13(PERCtNl) ................... ...-..::a-I;^-.41---- 01	 1Y6*4v0
8038 FORMAT (17,408
..........................
UVItPtRCtNT)......:.^. ease .::. -.,;i -tit ll"?i
NU39 FORMAT I17,4UH Uv2tPERCFNT ► ........:..................1= 12.41 01 0 6930
8041 FURMAT 17 40H AIPMU( AMPS) ............:...:..:.....:.:Ft2':t)l1 	 - 01 06950
8042- -FDkMAT f I7.4OH AV11CUt VOL 1S ► .....	 . -	 -	 -	 --.F1-T.5-► 	 -....... ............ 01 0 -69 NO
........................
8044 FORMAT (17 9 4UH TNUT(vEG	 C)........	 -:F12.4 ►	 - - - O1 069811
8045 FURMAT (I7 ,4UH mitt.	 OF	 CELLS /MA IT .:............:......18t	 -- tli 06990




^_	 ^	 J	 4 - ^	 4 a
	
If	 _	 -	 -
	
.-• -^•^	 _	 ter- • ;'' 
^4 
j; 1" i -	 fry i^5> 	
-	 ♦ t T + -- f
	
sue`	 i'	 . :±S a=
8047	 FORMAT -tt7, 4	 Ff--- 1^T	 ^i.-..- .............................	 . 7$i-
804k	 FORMAT	 ( 17 9 4UM	 it )EG rz; ) 0-0-.. .-0-600.00.0 0... ...... . .	 .
-
t
M044	 FORMAf	 •	 . • ........................
8050 FORMAT t I7 9 4LYH	 UtNf Af t-3 UMM-OM=t1:t?(s5qlO 	 jHm-E -	 ..
8U60 FURMAT t 7RM©	 SUL AR--1 R*Y--"
-
8"7 FCK"irT- f ?" ITASM-&HY -rvtrT -"I TTAtt?E 7	 t,(i
e60
BRAIN
-- ---^ratmM,Nirvit,roCrvV,NSE>s;trFl NV, r1=rL>dv;
op 060io
02 00026
---	 ---NSW=NGRiPt	 --	 ------ 02	 8083t)
3ft"OF--tI.ff--	 -	 -	 ---	 - - 62 60056
— - - ^fT L =t3~.^i -- - 82	 00064)
82 08648
---- ACnrV=0.0	 - - ----	 -
- 2- 0 0 E)




02 0 0 ] "34 Pwpl^dsv
---10- lFfT TN)9920,? fJ-	 --- - -	 - i}2 8014E1-
--^} -blE y E ^ i Hoiso-
`r	
-68 T9
2U 3-F-f V A-Tir 02 -)I-fO-
---et-t3EYE=2 -	 -	 -	 ---- -	 —	 -	 -	 -- 02-	 -
-22 	 YE-3 —	 - --	 --	 - —	 - --02-86208
— ---- 02 910220
--	 X It=PWmL	 -	 -	 --- --	 - - - - --	 -- ----
82	 082i^b
02 00230-
-1	 I F- {N I NV-3	 3 +r 3 , 4	 -	 - ---	 - —'-	 ---O2--E)0240 




GU -T U 3	 - -	 -	 -	 — --	 - 0-2- -0.0
6 CALL	 STIt4T 02 00300--
-	 GU TO 5-	 -	 - --	 02 00320
f -CALL
	
S-T-iNT	 IT,U.u,u.O,Stk,2,W6kIPt,wSER,wSt->?) 	 - -	 - -	 --






1-71-f'{ ' If e{-^T^ETCI (^T^dTI 11CIV7"1 {'--1'7T^1 1^C^^
XIL = XIPkUF	 -	 -	 -	 - 02 00350
UIFF=VA-TVSR u2 00360
IF(UIFF)34,34,35 02 00370	 .
74
ak
34 -XILT=XIL+LLSR	 ----	 -	 - 02 00380
RE I URN	 -	 - ----- 02 00390
3Mt	 om, ,
36	 XILT=XIL+CLSR+UIFF/ERSR 	 --- n2 00410
RF (URN 02 01)420
-- t----
SUBROUTIrvtPRINT( NPR INT,NPAGt,NTALLY,A,13,C,0,t,F,G,H,P,r.),R,S,T -,-U,V)03 00010
JA=5	 - 03 00()20
- —jm-m
IF(NTALLY)1,1,2	 -	 --	 - -
V 1
03
0 0 k 1.10
00040
1	 IF(NPAGE- 504,n,5 	--	 - 03 00050
!j	 ,
WRITE	 080)	 __ 03 00070
NPAGt=O	 - 03 00080
WRIIt	 (Jr,7)A,ts,C,U,t,t;,G,V,H,N.(-),S,),R 	 -	 - 03 00100
NTALLY=NNRINT-1
	
- _-	 -	 -
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